TD-6 Elite Expansion Pack
a sound enhancing expansion pack for the Roland TD-6 & 6V Drum Module

Owner’s Manual
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End User License Agreement (EULA)
This is a legal agreement ("this Agreement") between you and V Expressions LTD., ("V Expressions LTD."). This Agreement
pertains to your use of the V Expressions LTD. expansion programming, documentation and updates which are provided to
you by V Expressions LTD (collectively, the "Product"). By purchasing a V Expressions LTD. Product, you are consenting to
the terms of this Agreement.
This Agreement grants you a personal, exclusive, non-transferable, non-sub licensable right to use one copy of the V
Expressions LTD. Product for your own personal use on a single computer and/or compatible drum module. V Expressions
LTD. reserves all rights in the Product not expressly granted herein, including ownership and proprietary rights.
This software may not, in whole or in any part, be copied, reproduced, resold, transmitted, translated (into any language,
natural or computer), reduced to any electronic medium or machine readable format, or by any other form or means without
prior consent, in writing, from V Expressions LTD.
License Restrictions: You may not reproduce or distribute the Product. You may not copy the Product to any media, server or
location for reproduction or distribution. You may not reverse engineer, de-compile or disassemble the Product or otherwise
attempt to derive the source code for the Product, or without limitation, redistribute, sublicense, or otherwise transfer rights in
the Product. This Product may not be rented, lent or leased. The restrictions contained herein apply equally to any updates
that may be provided to you by V Expressions LTD..
Disclaimer of Warranties: Products provided by V Expressions LTD. are provided “As Is”. V Expressions LTD. makes no
warranty to you or any other entity.
Limitation of Liability: In no event shall V Expressions LTD. or its employees and/or partners be liable to you or any third party
for any costs or damages arising directly or indirectly from the use of the V Expressions LTD. Product, including without
limitation any actual, incidental, consequential, exemplary, punitive, reliance or special damages, or for any loss of revenue,
profits, use, data, goodwill or business opportunities of any kind or nature whatsoever, arising in any manner from any cause
or action or claim relating to this Agreement and to the Product provided by V Expressions LTD..
Indemnification: You agree to indemnify and hold V Expressions LTD., its employees and partners harmless from and against
any and all damages, losses, costs including attorney fees and expenses resulting from any violation by you of this Agreement
or asserted by any third party due to or arising out of your use of or conduct with respect to the Product.
Jurisdiction and Other Provisions: This Agreement and the relationship between V Expressions LTD. and you shall be
governed in accordance with the laws of the State of Florida. Any dispute between you and V Expressions LTD. regarding this
Agreement will be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the state and federal courts in the State of Florida.
You acknowledge that you have read this Agreement and understand it and that, by purchasing and/or using the product, you
agree to be bound by its terms and conditions.
V Expressions LTD. products are the Intellectual Property of V Expressions LTD., its employees and/or partners. Violators of
Intellectual Property rights will be prosecuted.
Copyright © 1997-2007, V Expressions LTD.
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Introduction
Thank you for purchasing V Expressions LTD’s TD-6 Elite Expansion Pack!
TD-6 Elite Expansion Pack is 50 of the finest drum kits ever modeled for the Roland TD-6 drum
module. What you will find in your new expansion are kits modeled to get the best acoustic and
electronic sounds out of the module. 19 of the kits in this expansion pack have been modeled to reflect
artist original recordings - matched as closely possible as the TD-6 drum module can achieve.
The TD-6 Elite Expansion Pack is a collection of kits that can be used by hobbyists, weekend warriors
and professionals alike. With these kits, the professional gigging drummer can expand his or her library
of custom kits to accommodate many variations of song lists as well as musical genres and eras. The
expansion is fully customizable allowing the user to continue adjusting the kits, triggers and calibrations
to best match his or her playing style.
TD-6 Elite Tips & Tricks
The TD-6 Elite Artists kits are programmed to match the original recordings as closely as possible by
the TD-6 drum module. In order to achieve modeled accuracy, some kits may not require the ambience
levels of other kits in the expansion. This modeling technique was needed to reach maximum precision.
Some kits required a combination of ambience and EQ, to achieve the original recording accurately. If
you wish to adjust the settings to better work with your public address system, band or recording, your
module settings can be easily adjusted to add even more ambience and change the EQ to achieve the
desired sound enhancement. Panning can be adjusted to widen the depth of your kit.
On rare occasions, (as noted in the kit listing section of this manual) ambience was added to increase
the presence of the kit for more playing applications such as live performance. In the live playing
environment, it is suggested that the kits be played to the mixing console as they are modeled, followed
by adding the desired effects to accommodate the current environment. Regardless of importing kits
individually or as an entire backup, the expansion was designed with the group faders at 75% for
optimal volumes. Setting your group faders to 75% before loading your backup will yield the best
results.
Thank you once again for purchasing the TD-6 Elite Expansion Pack from V Expressions LTD. We
hope you enjoy it!
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TD-6 Elite Expansion Pack Kit Listing
1 Pearl 03:.
2 TamaRkSr:
3 DW22:
4 Substnce:
5 SlapBass:.
6 Prototyp:
7 TightKit:
8 OpenJazz:
9 ShineKit:
10 VCheapO:
11 Muffled:
12 HandPerc:
13 PowrXstk:
14 P.H.A.T.:
15 StackedV:
16 LatinDnc:
17 Tropical:
18 EasyLow:
19 FunkyBad:
20 DirtyMan:
21 AcidJazz:
22 HitMastr:
23 Shortech:
24 JungleK:
25 Noisiege:
26 Statix:
27 Disco:
28 Ice Cave:
29 RkBallad:
30 Marshmlw:
31 Volcano!:
32 Nicklbck:
33 BensonJz:
34 R.A.T.M.:
35 Adema:
36 Reise 04:
37 DefLeprd:
38 GreenDay:
39 Slayer:.
40 Metalica:
41 SpyroGra:
42 Creed:
43 HIM:
44 John Otto:
45 KoRn:
46 JimmyEW:
47 Jet:
48 Stepnwlf:
49 Godsmack:
50 StneSour:

Modeled from a Pearl Stage Custom Fusion from 2003. Natural sounds
Modeled from a Tama Rockstar kit. With thanks to CornishNeil.
Modeled from 2001 DW wrap kit w/ 22x18 kick. Also available in the TD10EXP Vault Pack.
Tight, Funky kit. Very good sharp snare sound.
Interesting rock kit, very useable. Bass Drum made from Floor Tom with clever tuning
Funk/Rock kit with lots of attack on toms.
Speaks for itself. Snappy sounding kit with bright cymbals.
Un-muffled ringing sound, good for slow jazz.
Bright piccolo snared kit. Jazz/funk
Very unique sound, actually modeled from my old Speedfire drum kit with Zildjian ZBTs
Heavily muffled kit. Toms have soft buzz.
This kit has brushes mode on. You play it with your hands for more realistic fell to playing congas etc.
Soooooo much better than the tinny, fake sounding PopXstck kit in the pre-made kits.
Loud, fat sounding kit for those who like big sounds.
Great sounding high funky kit.
Good Latin style kit for Latin American rhythms. Much better than Roland pre-made Latin kit(s)
Tropical sounding playable percussion kit.
Easy and Low! Jazzy
Funky sharp kit, works also for light rock/pop
Dirty, Dark rock kit. Weird but some situations call for this sort of kit. Very Original
Great for this genre, Loose when played lightly but tightens up when played hard.
Orch Hit type electronic with pitched bass drum and pitch control for it with hi-hat control.
Strange but useable kit for drum and bass or similar. Toms made from X-stick snare. Unique.
Great "messy" sounding kit for Jungle drum and bass. Very low pitched hi-hats for cymbals. Again, Unique.
"Noise" Bass drum and "Whack" snares pitched for toms.
Saw Wave toms. A very useable, "proper" drum kit, rather than beeps and clicks.
Great for that classic 70s Disco sound. Sounds excellent when played with a typical 16ths beat Disco rhythm.
Sounds like the kit is made from ice and played in an ice cave! – Lots of echo.
Great for Rock Ballads. Could be considered an acoustic kit but has a slight electronic sound to it.
808 Boom kick and pitch control. 808 toms remind me of Marshmallows. Dance Kit.
Explosion sounds in this kit work well when used sparingly.
Modeled from "Too Bad". Good for all round drumming. Signature snare sound with ring.
Modeled from "Breezin'" by George Benson. Incredible Jazz kit. Soft yet punchy.
Modeled from "Wake Up" (Matrix Theme). Funky rock kit.
Modeled from "The Way You Like It". Hard, Bassy Rock kit. Made because of popular demand.
Modeled from "Morgenstern" from Rammstein's latest album "Reise Reise". In-Your-Face, Big Metal Sound
Modeled from "Now". One of their newer tracks. More acoustic sound.
Modeled from "American Idiot". That signature tom sound with as much attack as you can take. Popular
Modeled from "Raining Blood". Those huge toms sound incredible in this Classic sound of Dave Lombardo
Modeled from "Enter Sandman". Lars Ulrich's signature sound from Metallica album "Master Of Puppets"
Modeled from "Ariana". Great classic smooth jazz sound from Spyro Gyra's 1998 album.
Modeled from "Higher". American Power Pop sound from their "Weathered" as requested by many.
Modeled from "Soul On Fire". Gothic Rock from Finnish band HIM. Tight, clean and powerful sound.
Modeled from "Build a Bridge". Refined kit from Limp Bizkit. From their "Results May Vary" Album.
Modeled from "Thoughtless". This turned out very well; if you play along with KoRn you can't tell the
difference.
Modeled from "Pain". Snare has been pitched very well. Very popular request. Funky. Play along to see!
Modeled from "Cold Hard Bitch". Iconic Pop Rock band from the 21st Century.
Modeled from "Born to be Wild" (obviously). That instantly recognisable sound from the driving anthem.
Modeled from "Stand Alone”. Great for metal/rock. Try this kit along with the song it was modeled from.
Modeled from "Cold Reader". From Corey Taylor's (Slipknot) band Stone Sour. Clean, Powerful Kit.
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V Expressions LTD: TD-6 Elite Expansion Pack Instructions
READ ALL OF THE FOLLOWING BEFORE CONTINUING
All user kits in your TD-6 (kits1-50) will be erased during a load of any kits from your computer.
The factory reset information is not disturbed and the original version of the TD-6 can be reset at any
time to return to your default purchased starting point.
We highly recommend backing up your current TD-6 memory to save any personal previous
changes before loading any expansion packs from V Expressions LTD. Please take a moment to
read all of our procedures below before attempting them.
If you have questions before attempting any of the procedures below, please refer to your TD-6 owner’s
manual or email V Expressions LTD from our website at www.vexpressionsltd.com.
Backup Instructions
First you must download and install a midi utility to transfer and receive your sysex files to and from the
TD-6 via your computer. A list of utilities can be found at our website. V Expressions highly
recommends VDrumLib as the premiere librarian and transfer tool.
1. Connect your TD6 / TD6-V module to your computer via midi. Open your Midi transfer program
and follow to “receive midi dump”
2. At your TD6 / TD6-V module – Press and Hold the SHIFT key, and press SETUP
3. Scroll using the cursor arrows to “BULK DUMP”
4. Press ENTER
5. Using the (+) or (-) keys, select ALL
6. Press ENTER
7. Screen will say: “Are you Sure?”
8. Press ENTER
9. Your module will send the Midi information to the computer
10. Once complete, you will save the file as a (.syx) midi file to recall at any time. Place in a folder
you can easily retrieve.
Installation Instructions
NOTE: Backup the TD-6 before continuing! V Expressions LTD cannot be held responsible for
loss of drum kits if you neglect this step.
1. Connect the TD6 / TD-6V to your computer via midi.
2. Make sure your TD6 / TD-6V is set to Midi Device ID #17: It is a Roland standard default setting.
If you have changed this, please restore to ID #17. Please refer to your owner’s manual for this
procedure.
3. Using a standard midi transfer program, send the included sysex file to the TD6 / TD-6V drum
module.
4. The module will receive the bulk dump automatically.
5. The screen should say: “Please Wait, Receiving Data”
6. If your screen is not showing that, you have to repair your midi connection and start the
procedure again.
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V Expressions LTD Contact Information
If you have questions before attempting any of the above procedures, please refer to your TD-6
owner’s manual or email V Expressions LTD from our website at www.vexpressionsltd.com.
Programmer Contact Information:
Expansion Pack

Programmer

Contact

Elite Expansion

John Metcalfe

email: Psythe@hotmail.co.uk

All programmed sounds are Trademarked © 2001-2005 V-Expressions LTD.
Copying, distributing and all unauthorized use of these sounds is strictly prohibited.
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